A190 Joigny to Châtel-Censoir 2022 Supercraft
Supercrafting in Burgundy
8 days staying part board at the 3* IBIS Riverside in Auxerre
Tuesday 21st June (G107)
£ 1,795 Single room supplement £245

Moored on the Yonne in Auxerre – the Abbey St Germain in background

A week of spectacular waterway scenery and local exploration as we follow the scenic River Yonne
and Canal du Nivernais between Joigny and Châtel-Censoir and allow our guests plenty of time to
explore Auxerre and its hinterland. Accompanying us will be actress, TV presenter and cruise
journalist Julie Peasgood, who will be leading our optional complimentary craft workshops along
with her Supercraft tutors.
Supercraft Cruises, developed and managed by Julie, employs a range of specialist craft tutors to
deliver unique, high-end workshops on worldwide cruises. Offering an exciting, diverse and
inspirational programme of arts and crafts activities, classes are suitable for all abilities from
absolute beginners to the very experienced and appeal to both men and women.
Julie hand picks her line up of gifted Supercrafters, and many of the crafts, such as mosaics, lino
printing and stained glass making have never been available on cruises before. The wide variety of
workshops includes table lanterns, needle felting, jewellery making, beginner’s bookbinding,
decoupage, marbling paper, vintage china dioramas, block-printed tote bags, card making,
aluminium art, ribbon garlands, teacup pincushions, mixed media artwork...the list goes on!
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Our craft tutors on this cruise are mixed media expert Jennie Turner-Maskell and Lino-print artist
Clodagh O’Halloran, and the crafting focus will be to make shimmering crystal suncatchers using
antique crystal chandelier drops, garland cards, vintage lace and fabric brooches, aluminium art and
creating a series of bespoke Lino prints to decorate cards, gift tags, cosmetic purses and canvas tote
bags - perfect for your holiday shopping!
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Although much of our 83km cruise will be in a rural setting, we will be able to enjoy the lovely views
of mediaeval Joigny and magnificent Auxerre from the river, each amongst the best riverside vistas
in all of France. With 39 locks to pass through and always cruising at barely more than walking pace,
this is a great opportunity to see the real Burgundy in intimate close-up; and there will be good
opportunity for a towpath walk along some of the canal sections on the Nivernais – a favourite
cruise of Prunella Scales and Timothy West on their Great Canal Journeys series.
A substantial tributary of the Seine, the River Yonne rises in the great expanse of the remote Morvan
Regional Park, a natural watershed between the catchments of the Loire and the Seine basin.
Downstream navigation on the river had been contrived since mediaeval times by a system of
artificial flash-flooding where weirs would be suddenly opened at a pre-appointed time each week
to propel all manner of craft, and firewood-rafts, downstream on the flood wash. It was seriously
hazardous!
Construction of the Canal du Nivernais was initially conceived to supply timber rafts to feed the
growing demand for firewood in Paris, but by the mid-19th century the waterway had been properly
developed for barge traffic conveying wood, stone, grain and wine towards Paris, and coal to serve
the industrial needs of Burgundy. Navigation on the Yonne was upgraded at much the same time.
Guests will note that on the river below Auxerre, locks are 92m long and 8-10m wide; once on the
Nivernais locks are of the Freycinet scale, 38.5m by 5m, exactly our fit!
We stay throughout at the recently refurbished 3* Ibis Hotel situated on the river in Auxerre with
stunning views of the old town skyline on the opposite bank. Our cruising comes in four legs which
may be cruised in either direction. Here we describe each leg in the direction we expect to cruise,
but of course the setting is the same whichever way we are travelling.
Gurgy to Vincelles
Our four days of cruising begin in the small town of Gurgy, situated on a bend of the River Yonne a
few miles north of Auxerre. From here the river meanders through a rural backdrop past Monéteau
and with several pauses for locks as we approach the northern outskirts of Auxerre.
Our gentle progress through Auxerre itself opens up one of the great waterway vistas in all of France
with the majestic Cathedral St-Étienne and the Abbey of St-Germain marking the position of the old
town which overlooks the west bank of the Yonne. Through the centre of Auxerre we pass the
pleasure marina and its pedestrian footbridge, then the 700 year-old Pont Paul Bert where our hotel
is situated before we reach the Batardeau Lock, which marks the start of the Canal du Nivernais.
At our pace it would take about three weeks from here to follow the length of the Nivernais all the
way to its junction with the Loire navigation at Décize more than 100 miles further south, but our
subsequent cruising up as far as Châtel-Censoir will give us a good feel for this intricate and at times
very remote waterway. For today however, most of the Nivernais course is along stretches of river
“borrowed” from the accompanying River Yonne.
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As we leave Auxerre we will pass the AJA Auxerre stadium, now a second-tier club in the French
football league but still celebrated for the great achievements of a small town team having won the
Coupe de France four times and the League Championship in 1996. Auxerre counts Eric Cantona
amongst its past players.

The Natalia passes under the 700-year old Pont Paul Bert in Auxerre. Our hotel is just out of shot left side on the east bank
of the Yonne

Further river sections now take us past the villages of Augy and Vaux before a pretty canal section
bypasses the river shallows at Champs-sur-Yonne and offers an opportunity for a towpath stroll.
After leaving the lock at Bailly we soon pass the wine caves – visited at the conclusion of today’s
cruise – before a final lock for the day at Vincelottes leads on to another short canal section and our
mooring in Vincelles.
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From here we cross the river to visit the great underground Caves de Bailly, old limestone
excavations now home to 9 acres of cellars of Crémant de Bourgogne and local Burgundy wines
including the reds of the neighbouring Irancy vineyard. We will enjoy a tasting here before the
coach drops us back into Auxerre, where we dine as a group this evening in a local restaurant.

The Natalia passes under the 700-year old Pont Paul Bert in Auxerre. Our hotel is just out of shot left side on the east bank
of the Yonne

Prégilbert to Châtel-Censoir
After a morning craft workshop in-hotel, our second day of cruising opens in the small village of
Prégilbert, now very much reflecting the intricate character of the Nivernais as it tracks the
increasingly sharp meanders of the Yonne through the limestone hills which mark the northern edge
of the Morvan National Park.
After passing Séry and Mailly-la-Ville, we reach the imposing hilltop village of Mailly-le-Château,
where the canal performs a switchback turn as it finds its way between the limestone bluffs. We
will pause here for lunch, with the option to cross the adjacent 16th Century river bridge and follow
the steps up to the village’s viewpoint overlooking river and canal.
After lunch our journey continues, with a further lock bringing us on to a narrow canal section which
leads us back on to open river at Merry-sur-Yonne, where we pass the spectacular limestone bluff
known as Les Rochers du Saussois, a favourite haunt for training mountain rescuers and of
birdwatchers on the lookout for peregrine falcons.
From here, more delightful rural cruising and three further locks bring us to our turnaround point in
Châtel-Censoir. From here we travel to the nearby Abbaye de Reigny for a guided visit and sampling
of local wines. An ongoing restoration project, the Abbey enjoys a lovely setting alongside the River
Cure and has one of only three surviving Cistercian refectories in all of France. Birdwatchers should
keep a look out for kingfishers here as the Abbey has nestboxes for them in channels alongside the
driveway!
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Another short hop now follows in the coach into the small village of Accolay (which we will be
cruising through on day 6), and here we are treated to supper in the vaulted cellar of the Hostellerie
de la Fontaine before a mid-evening return to Auxerre.

Prégilbert to Vincelles
Today we return to Prégilbert, but our cruising is now downstream. From Prégilbert we pass
through two locks which bring us to the junction with the Vermenton Branch Canal. We turn here,
and two more locks along a 5km navigation bring us into the pleasure port in Vermenton at which
point we are on the waters of the River Cure. There is no navigation of the Cure above Vermenton so
we turnabout here and head back down the branch canal, aiming to pause for lunch in the pretty
hamlet of Accolay where we dined two evenings ago.
From Accolay we return to the main Nivernais navigation, passing the village of Cravant before
mooring for the day in Vincelles, where of course our first cruise day also concluded. There is
Hundred Years’ War history to be recounted here. The Battle of Cravant in 1423 was fought
between on the one side English freebooters in alliance with the Dukes of Burgundy, opposed by
Royal French forces backed by their Scottish allies. A forerunner of Brexit perhaps. The plaque
close to the old castle dungeon records the event and its more recent commemoration by Charles de
Gaulle on a wartime visit to Edinburgh.
From Vincelles we return to Auxerre in good time for a late afternoon crafting session in the hotel,
and guests are free to dine privately this evening.

Gurgy to Joigny
On day 7 we begin with a craft workshop in the hotel before reboarding in Gurgy (where our cruising
began earlier in the week) but this time heading in the downstream direction. Leaving Gurgy, we
soon join a 5km canal cut which bypasses some of the river’s more extravagant meandering before
we rejoin the river, passing its confluence with the River Serein and the village of Bassou, noted for
its production of edible snails.
From here the river meanders northwards, receiving the River Armançon before the Yonne’s
junction with the Canal de Bourgogne in the railway town of Migennes. Here we leave the Yonne
briefly to pass through the deep lock bringing us on to the start of the Bourgogne. This 242km
waterway with no less than 189 locks travels across the hills of Northern Burgundy, eventually
reaching Dijon and onwards to its junction with the River Saône. Today we just experience the first
lock before lunching in the moorings and then doing an about-turn to drop back down on to the
river.
As we rejoin the Yonne, a sharp bend takes us westward for our last river sections, through two
more locks and into the delightful riverside setting of Joigny with the old town overlooking the river
from the steep valley-sides to the north. Above the town are vineyards of the appellation
Bourgogne Côte St-Jacques, the 30 acres of vines here are the most northerly of all the Burgundy
vineyards.
We dine as a group this evening in a local restaurant.
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Joining the Canal de Bourgogne in Migennes

In addition to our four cruise days there are two intervening days allowing us some quality time for
craft workshops and the opportunity to see more of “Gateway to Burgundy”.
For the first of these non-cruise days, we will offer morning and afternoon craft sessions in hotel
separated by some free time to explore Auxerre. The city is full of interest and to help us get around
there is a regular free minibus shuttle between the riverfront and upper town. Guests should be
sure to explore the centre, with its magnificent Cathedral St-Etiénne, Abbey St-Germain, halftimbered houses, pedestrianised shopping centre and horological clock. Then at river level the
towpath offers some delightful walking, or guests can hire a cycle to venture south of the city along
the well-surfaced canal towpath. And of course there is always somewhere to relax and watch the
world go by over a coffee or glass of wine. Guests are free to choose their own restaurants in
Auxerre this evening.
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On the other non-cruise day we offer a morning craft session in-hotel before we transfer by coach
the short way to the iconic wine town of Chablis, home to perhaps the best known of all Burgundy
wines. We enjoy a light lunch here at the popular Chablis Bar - with accompanying Chablis of course
- and with plenty of time for guests to explore the town centre.
After lunch we move on to visit the great Cathedral-Abbey of Pontigny. Built in the 12th century,
this is the largest of all Cistercian churches, 108 metres long with a 4,000 m² floor area. The abbey
rests in an estate of 10 hectares planted with century-old trees, and reflects the transition between
Romanesque and Gothic architecture.
In the 12th and 13th centuries, Pontigny welcomed two exiled archbishops of Canterbury, Thomas
Becket and Stephen Langton. One of their successors, Edmund of Abingdon, canonised in 1246 and
known in France as St. Edme, was laid to rest in the sanctuary. This plaque on the abbey interior
explains some of the remarkable history of the cathedral organ.

Guests are again free this evening to choose own restaurants in the city centre or along the
riverfront.
Come travel home day there is still another treat in store. Leaving the hotel for Paris after an
unhurried breakfast we make a late morning stop in Villeneuve-sur-Yonne where we will lunch at the
splendid Auberge La Lucarne aux Chouettes, always a highlight of any of our Yonne cruises. Before
lunch there will be opportunity to visit the town, which is circuited by a partly intact 12th century
wall, built when Villeneuve was one of the residences of the French kings. There are imposing
entrance gates at each end of the main throughfare and visitors are also drawn to the lovely Gothic
Church of Notre-Dame, which has some stained glass windows dating back to the 13th century.
After lunch we will set off again for Paris and our return Eurostar, aiming to arrive in St Pancras early
evening UK time.
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The Programme
Cruising between Joigny and Châtel-Censoir staying at the 3* Ibis Auxerre
Day
1
Tue
2

3
4

5
6
Sun
7
8

Embark

Disembark

Km/
Locks

Lunch

Excursion

Dinner

Hotel
ETD/ETA
Report to St Pancras by 09:00 for late morning Eurostar Departure. Local transfer by coach to Auxerre and late afternoon
hotel check-in. Dinner in restaurant nearby the hotel
Gurgy 09:00
Vincelles
23/13
On board
On board intro to craft topics
Local
08:30/16:00
15:30
and optional lap-based session
Restaurant
during cruise. Visit the Caves
de Bailly 16:00-17:00 and
tasting of Crémant de
Bourgogne
Craft session in hotel 09:00-11:00. Free time in Auxerre for sightseeing and lunch to 15:00.
Guests free
Further craft session in hotel 15:00-17:00
this evening
Prégilbert
Châtel19/9
On board
Craft workshop in hotel 08:30Restaurant La
10:30/21:30
11:00
Censoir
10:30. Post cruise guided visit
Hostellerie
16:30
to Abbaye de Reigny 17:00Accolay
18:30 with pre-dinner wine
sampling
Craft session in hotel 09:00-11:00. To Chablis for wine tasting and lunch 12:00-14:00. Visit
Guests free
11:30/16:30
Pontigny Abbey 14:30-16:00. Further craft session in hotel 16:30-18:30
this evening
Prégilbert
Vincelles
17/9
On board
Cruise pauses in Cravant over
Guests free
09:00/15:00
09:30
14:30
lunchtime. Craft workshop in
this evening
hotel 15:00-17:00
Gurgy 11:30
Joigny
24/8
On board
Craft workshop in hotel 09:00Local
11:00/17:30
17:00
11:00.
Restaurant
Coach transfer to Villeneuve-sur-Yonne for lunch at the Auberge La Lucarne aux Chouettes, departing for
ETD 10:00
Paris at 13:30. Eurostar check-in at 16:00 for early-evening departure

What’s Included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eurostar Transfers London-Paris with coach connection to/from Auxerre
Local coach transfers for cruise days
Hotel stay (7 nights) at the 3* Ibis Hotel on Auxerre riverfront, with continental breakfast
Group evening meals on four evenings, with wine
On board lunches whilst cruising (4 days)
Lunch and wine tasting in Chablis
Lunch on travel-home day at the Auberge La Lucarne aux Chouettes in Villeneuve-sur-Yonne
Complimentary bar throughout cruising
Four days of cruising 83km between Joigny and Châtel-Censoir with 39 locks
Guided visit to the Abbaye de Reigny with tasting of local wines
Tasting of Crémant de Bourgogne at the Caves de Bailly
Free time in Auxerre and Villeneuve-sur-Yonne
All crafting sessions with the Supercraft tutors

Guests should please budget separately for:
•
•
•
•
•

Travel to or from London St-Pancras
Any overnight accommodation required in UK preceding or following our Eurostar transfer
Lunches on the outward travel day, and on the free day in Auxerre
Evening meals on three evenings in Auxerre
Travel and Health Insurance

Eurostar Journey Times [Awaiting post-pandemic timetable]
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The Natalia enters the lock at La Cour Barrée heading downstream towards Auxerre

Travelling Direct
Guests wishing to join the tour in Auxerre or Paris will be welcome to do so. In this case the tour
price will be abated by the cost of our Eurostar transfers. Please ask for further information if
required.
Our Hotel and Meal Plan:
The Ibis Auxerre Centre is located on the east bank of the Yonne adjacent to the Pont Paul Bert and
pleasure port moorings. The hotel is recently refurbished and has 50 air-conditioned and soundinsulated rooms with flatscreen TV, free wifi and a 24hr bar/snack meal service.
Continental breakfasts are served in the hotel but there is no evening restaurant. There is a great
choice of dining ranging from simple to exclusive all within a few minutes walk. There is also a
Leclerc supermarket close by.
The tourist office and upper town shuttle bus stop are just a few minutes walk away, likewise
Auxerre Railway Station.

